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HKUST-1/HMDA-PIM-1 Figure S9 . EDX spectrum of the cross-section of the HKUST-1 layer grown on the HKUST-1/HMDA-PIM-1 membrane for 5 days. The Pt peak originates from the sputtering for SEM analysis. The surface roughness of the ZIF-8/AMD-PIM1 membrane was so high after 5 and 10 cycles, that it caused a too high CH4 leak flow of under the sealing ring in the membrane cell to allow reliable correction, and therefore the CH4 permeability and related selectivities could not be determined accurately for these samples. Table S4 . Transport data of sample HKUST-1 BTC/HMDA-PIM-1 sandwich membranes as a function of the HKUST-1 growth time.
